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Usrey, W. Martin, Michael P. Sceniak, and Barbara Chapman. Receptive fields and response properties of neurons in Layer 4 of ferret visual cortex. J Neurophysiol 89: 1003–1015, 2003; 10.1152/jn.00749.2002. The ferret has become a model animal for studies exploring the development of the visual system. However, little is known about the receptive-field structure and response properties of neurons in the adult visual cortex of the ferret. We performed single-unit recordings from neurons in layer 4 of adult ferret primary visual cortex to determine the receptive-field structure and visual-response properties of individual neurons. In particular, we asked what is the spatiotemporal structure of receptive fields of layer 4 neurons and what is the orientation selectivity of layer 4 neurons? Receptive fields of layer 4 neurons were mapped using a white-noise stimulus; orientation selectivity was determined using drifting, sine-wave gratings. Our results show that most neurons (84%) within layer 4 are simple cells with elongated, spatially segregated, ON and OFF subregions. These neurons are also selective for stimulus orientation; peaks in orientation-tuning curves have, on average, a half-width at half-maximum response of $21.5 \pm 1.2^\circ$ (mean $\pm$ SD). The remaining neurons in layer 4 (16%) lack orientation selectivity and have center/surround receptive fields. Although the organization of geniculate inputs to layer 4 differs substantially between ferret and cat, our results demonstrate that, like in the cat, most neurons in ferret layer 4 are orientation-selective simple cells.

INTRODUCTION

Neurons in layer 4 of primary visual cortex are the main target of axons arising from the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus (Bullier and Henry 1979; Hendrickson et al. 1978; Hubel and Wiesel 1972). Based on this input, layer 4 neurons represent the first stage of visual processing in the cerebral cortex. In the cat, where the physiology of layer 4 neurons has been studied most extensively, there is a dramatic transformation from the receptive-field structure of geniculate inputs to that of layer 4 neurons. While geniculate neurons have center/surround receptive fields with circular centers (ON inputs to that of layer 4 neurons. While geniculate neurons transform from the receptive-field structure of geniculate cerebral cortex. In the cat, where the physiology of layer 4 neurons target of axons arising from the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus (Bullier and Henry 1979; Hendrickson et al. 1995; Ringach et al. 2002). Even among carnivores, it remains to be determined whether the simple cell receptive field should be viewed as the rule or the exception for neurons in layer 4.

Due to its close relation to the cat, yet dramatically earlier birth, the ferret has increasingly becoming a model system for studying the early development of the visual system. Despite the widespread use of young ferrets for addressing questions about neural development, our understanding of the visual physiology in the adult ferret is quite limited. In particular, we lack any knowledge of the spatial organization of layer 4 receptive fields. For instance, do layer 4 neurons have center/surround, simple or complex receptive fields? Based on reports that ON and OFF geniculate axons terminate in nonoverlapping patches within layer 4 of the ferret (Zahs and Stryker 1988) and layer 4 neurons with similar ON versus OFF preferences tend to cluster in the mink (LeVay et al. 1987), one might expect to find patches of layer 4 cells in the ferret with center/surround receptive fields of the same sign or patches with elongated single-subunit receptive fields (Kato et al. 1978). Contrary to this prediction, however, optical imaging studies have failed to identify functional ON or OFF patches in supragranular cortex (Chapman and Godecke 2002). Thus it remains to be determined whether or not individual layer 4 neurons in the ferret have access to information from both the ON and OFF pathways.

A separate but related issue is whether or not layer 4 neurons in the ferret display orientation selectivity. To our knowledge, only two studies have examined orientation selectivity specifically among layer 4 neurons (Chapman and Stryker 1993; Weliky and Katz 1997), and both of these studies report a broad range of responses. Because the ferret has become a model system for studying the development of orientation selectivity in particular (reviewed in Chapman et al. 1999), it is
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critical to determine where in the cortical circuit orientation selectivity first emerges. Many models for the development of orientation selectivity are based on correlated activity among geniculate inputs to neurons in cortical layer 4 (Erwin and Miller 1998; Katz and Shatz 1996; Miller 1994; Miller et al. 1999; Mooney et al. 1996; Tavazoie and Reid 2000). If neurons in layer 4 of ferret visual cortex indeed display orientation selectivity, then this finding would be consistent with these correlation-based models.

We examined the receptive-field structure and response properties of individual neurons in layer 4 of primary visual cortex in the adult ferret. Our results show that most neurons in layer 4 of ferret visual cortex are orientation-selective simple cells similar to those in the cat. Unlike in the cat, however, a small population of neurons in ferret layer 4 lacked orientation selectivity and had center/surround receptive fields. For the population of simple cells, measured values for size and shape of simple-cell subregions as well as degree of orientation selectivity were statistically indistinguishable from values previously reported for simple cells in layer 4 of cat visual cortex.

METHODS

Animal preparation

All surgical and experimental procedures conformed to National Institutes of Health and U. S. Department of Agriculture guidelines and were carried out with the approval of the Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of California, Davis. Eight adult ferrets (Mustela putorius furo) were used in this study. Surgical anesthesia was induced with an intramuscular injection of ketamine (40 mg/kg) and acepromazine (0.04 mg/kg). A tracheotomy was performed, and animals were placed in a stereotaxic apparatus where anesthesia was maintained with 1–1.5% isoflurane in oxygen and nitrous oxide (2:1). Body temperature was maintained at 37°C using a thermostatically controlled heating blanket. Temperature, electrocardiography (EKG), electroencephalography (EEG), and expired CO2 were monitored controlled heating blanket. Temperature, electrocardiography (EKG), electroencephalography (EEG), and expired CO2 were monitored continuously throughout the experiment. Eyes were dilated with 1% atropine sulfate, continuously throughout the experiment. Eyes were dilated with 1% atropine sulfate, and response and for each of the 16 fields under study, which were between 5 and 15° eccentric. In most cases 8–24 pixels filled the receptive field.

Sinusoidal grating stimuli (100% contrast, peak spatial frequency) were also used to characterize the neurons under study. Neuronal responses to gratings (the first Fourier coefficient, or f1) drifting at 4 Hz were used to generate orientation-tuning curves. Gratings were presented at 16 different orientations (22° apart). For each orientation, gratings were shown for 4 s, followed by 1.6 s of mean gray. After the period of mean gray, a new grating was shown with a different orientation. Once all orientations were shown, the process was repeated four additional times.

Receptive-field mapping: reverse correlation

Spatiotemporal receptive-field maps (kernels) were calculated from the responses to the white-noise (m-sequence) stimulus by a reverse-correlation method (Reid et al. 1997; Sutter 1987, 1992; see Citron et al. 1981; Jones and Palmer 1987). For each delay between stimulus and response and for each of the 16 × 16 pixels, we calculated the average stimulus that preceded each spike (+1 for white, −1 for black). For each of the pixels, the kernel can also be thought of as the average firing rate of the neuron, above or below the mean, following the bright phase of the stimulus at that pixel (the impulse response). When normalized by the product of the bin width and the total duration of the stimulus, the result is expressed in units of spikes/s.

To assess the time course and magnitude of the response, it was necessary to identify the pixels in the strongest subregion of the receptive field. First, the largest single response was located: the pixel that was the same sign as the strongest response and were 2.5 times the SD of the baseline noise. The baseline noise was taken as the SD of the kernel values for all pixels and for delays well beyond the peak...
response (140–187 or 280–374 ms). The impulse responses of all of the pixels in a given subregion were added together to yield the subregion’s impulse response.

Parameters quantifying the impulse responses were calculated as follows. The time of maximum response, $t_{\text{max}}$, was calculated from the subregion impulse response. The rebound time, $t_{\text{reb}}$, was defined as the first time, following $t_{\text{max}}$, that the response was opposite in sign from the maximum response. The peak magnitude—which quantifies the first phase of the response, the response before the rebound—was defined as the integral of the impulse response for all times before $t_{\text{reb}}$. Finally, the rebound magnitude was defined as the integral of the impulse response for times greater than $t_{\text{reb}}$ (≤187 ms).

**Fitting receptive-field maps**

The reverse correlation maps were fitted with a 2 dimensional Gabor filter, $g(x,y)$

$$g(x, y) = e^{-(x^2+y^2)/2RT^2} \sin(2\pi f x + \phi)$$

The orientation of the filter is captured by a polar coordinate transformation where $X$ and $Y$ are defined by the transformation

$$X = x \cos(\theta) + y \sin(\theta), \quad Y = -x \sin(\theta) + \cos(\theta)$$

The origin of the filter within two-dimensional space is fitted with a spatial position offset

$$x = x_0 + \phi_x, \quad y = y_0 + \phi_y$$

which allows us to fit the receptive field data for an arbitrary origin location. The Gabor filter carrier sine wave is composed of a spatial frequency parameter, $sf$, and a spatial phase offset parameter, $\phi$.

All of the reverse correlation maps were fitted using an unconstrained minimization algorithm in Matlab (fminsearch, MathWorks, Natick, MA). The maps were initially fitted using a Gabor filter with a circular Gaussian envelope. Optimal values for carrier frequency, spatial offset position, and orientation ($sf$, $\phi_x$, $\phi_y$, and $\theta$) were determined from the circular Gabor fits. Next these parameters were constrained to the values determined from the circular Gabor fits, and the maps were fitted again with an elliptical Gabor filter. The free parameters for the elliptical Gabor fits included the space constants ($a$ and $b$) for the elliptical Gaussian envelope as well as and the carrier spatial phase ($\phi$).

The receptive-field orientation, length, and width were estimated directly from the Gabor filter parameters $\theta$, $b$, and $a$, respectively. Receptive-field subunits were also quantified from the Gabor-filter fitted parameters. The subunit width (orthogonal to the axis of preferred orientation) was estimated empirically (using a computer) from the fitted Gabor filters as the spatial extent of the dominant subunit (determined by amplitude) that was >20% of the maximum response (Alonso et al. 2001). The subunit length was estimated from the Gaussian envelope of the Gabor filter as the spatial extent of the dominant subunit that was >20% of the maximum response. This is identical to measuring the 20% contour of the two-dimensional white noise RF maps (Alonso et al. 2001; Gardner et al. 1999; Jones and Palmer 1987).

**Orientation tuning curve simulations**

Orientation tuning curves were simulated from the Gabor filter fits to the reverse correlation maps. Once the optimal Gabor filter was known, we estimated the linear prediction of the Gabor filters to sine wave gratings of various orientations. Responses to individual sine wave gratings, $R(\theta)$

$$R(\theta) = \int \int [g(x, y)^{\ast}s(\theta)]^{\ast} \mathrm{d}x \mathrm{d}y$$

were calculated by taking the sum of the rectified ($\{ \cdot \}^{\ast}$ represents half-wave rectification) output from the convolution between the Gabor filter, $g(x, y)$, and the sine wave grating stimulus, $s(\theta)$. To have circularly symmetric stimuli, we used sine wave gratings contained in a circular aperture. Orientation bandwidths of the simulated tuning curves were estimated empirically by taking the full-width at half-height. Preferred orientation was estimated as the orientation that produced the peak response.

**Results**

We performed single-unit recordings from a total of 51 neurons in layer 4 of adult ferret primary visual cortex. During experiments, layer 4 was identified on the basis of an abrupt increase in background activity, an increase in the firing rates of individual neurons, and depth from the cortical surface. Lesions were also made along electrode tracks and the locations of recording sites were reconstructed after the termination of each experiment (see Methods). Although it was not a goal of this study to provide a detailed description of the response properties of neurons outside of layer 4, it should be noted that complex cells were abundant in layers 2/3 and 5 (see Usrey and Alitto 2002). In Nissl-stained sections of ferret primary visual cortex (Fig. 1), the borders of layer 4 can be determined on the basis of cell density and cell size (Law et al. 1988; Rockland 1985). The layer 4/5 border is quite distinct as layer 4 contains a high-density of neurons with small- and medium-sized somas, whereas layer 5 contains a low density of neurons with primarily large somas. The layer 4/3 border is less distinct, as differences in cell density and cell size are more subtle, but it is nevertheless clearly discernible.

Receptive fields of layer 4 neurons were mapped by reverse correlation with a white-noise stimulus (m-sequences) (Reid et al. 1997; Sutter 1992). This procedure yielded a detailed characterization of a neuron’s receptive field, both in space and time. Spatial receptive field maps of 10 representative layer 4 neurons selected to illustrate the range of receptive fields present in our data set are shown in Fig. 2. Two of the neurons have receptive fields with a center/surround organization, the remaining eight have elongated receptive fields with adjacent
ON and OFF subregions (ON responses indicated in red, OFF in blue). Although these plots are useful for illustrating the spatial structure of a neuron’s receptive field, they give little information about the temporal aspects of the visual response.

The time course of the visual response—the impulse response (see METHODS)—is shown below each of the receptive fields in Fig. 2. The impulse response shows the average response—or deviation from the mean rate—evoked by the bright phase of the stimulus at time 0. Because the white-noise stimulus was binary (pixels were either light or dark), a negative response to the bright phase of the stimulus (seen for OFF regions of a receptive field) is formally equivalent to a positive response to the dark phase of the stimulus. For the two neurons in Fig. 2 with center/surround receptive fields, separate impulse responses are shown for the center and surround. For the neurons with elongated and adjacent subregions (simple cells), separate impulse responses are shown for the strongest two subregions. Among the eight simple cells shown, all have receptive fields with at least two subregions and a few (i.e., cells 3, 6, 8, and 9) clearly have three subregions.

Once neurons were mapped with the white-noise stimulus, orientation-tuning curves were generated from neuronal responses to drifting sine-wave gratings presented at 16 different orientations (see METHODS). The two bottom panels for each neuron in Fig. 2 show orientation-tuning curves both as line graphs and polar plots. While the eight simple cells in Fig. 2 have peaks in their orientation-tuning curves that match the long axis of their receptive fields, the two neurons with center/surround receptive fields have flat orientation-tuning curves, indicating that they responded well to gratings of all orientations.

In the following sections, all of the points illustrated in Fig. 2 are quantified for the entire population of layer 4 neurons studied.

**Spatial structure of receptive fields in layer 4 of visual cortex**

Receptive fields of 51 layer 4 neurons were mapped by reverse correlation with a white-noise stimulus. Determining the spatial extent of each neuron’s receptive field was a multi-step process (see METHODS). In general, the location of individual pixels in the stimulus that increased the neuron’s firing rate by >2.5 times the SD of baseline levels were included in the map of a neuron’s receptive field. Of the 51 layer 4 neurons mapped with the white-noise stimulus, 43 had receptive fields with elongated subregions that were either ON or OFF. These neurons can therefore be classified as simple cells (Hubel and Wiesel 1962). The remaining eight neurons in our sample had receptive fields with a center/surround organization.

Of the 43 simple cells in our sample, 18 had receptive fields with three subregions and 20 had receptive fields with two subregions (see METHODS). The remaining five cells also appeared to have two subregions; however, the second subregion of these cells was not strong enough to meet the threshold criteria of 2.5 times baseline noise. It should be noted that the white-noise stimulus is not ideal for detecting weak flanks in simple-cell receptive fields. Thus the number of subregions reported here is likely an underestimate of actual values.

**Time course and magnitude of visual responses**

To facilitate comparison between cells, the time course and magnitude of visual responses were characterized with several parameters derived from the impulse responses. As illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 3A, we calculated the time to peak response ($T_{\text{max}}$), the magnitude of the peak, and the transience. These values were calculated for the different regions within a cell’s receptive field (center/surround, flank 1/flank 2; see METHODS).

In general, the latency between stimulus and peak response ($T_{\text{max}}$) was less for neurons with center/surround receptive fields compared with neurons with simple cell receptive fields (Fig. 3B). Among the neurons with a center/surround organization to their receptive fields, values for $T_{\text{max}}$ were slightly less for the centers compared with the surrounds (center mean: 43.7 ± 2.3 ms; surround mean: 49.7 ± 2.4 ms). Among the neurons with simple receptive fields, values for $T_{\text{max}}$ were slightly less for the strongest subregion, flank 1, compared with second strongest subregion, flank 2 (mean flank 1: 64.5 ± 3.6 ms; mean flank 2: 70.4 ± 5.8 ms). Based on the fast timing of cells with center/surround responses, one might argue that these recordings were from LGN axons innervating layer 4 rather than from actual layer 4 neurons. It is worth noting, therefore that while almost all neurons were essentially monocular, there were a few cases of individual neurons (both center/surround cells and simple cells) that gave weak responses to stimulation of the nonpreferred eye. Because LGN neurons are exclusively monocular, it seems unlikely that these weakly binocular cells could be LGN axons. Center/surround receptive fields have been described in layer 4 of the cat (Gilbert 1977); however, the source of these receptive fields—layer 4 neurons or LGN axon terminals—was unknown. Similarly, we cannot know with certainty whether the monocular center/surround receptive fields encountered in this study are from layer 4 neurons or LGN axons. Although our sample size is small, there was a tendency for these units to produce spikes at high rates with narrow waveforms (data not shown). These properties are consistent with the notion that these spikes could come from either LGN axons or cortical inhibitory neurons (Azouz et al. 1997; McCormick et al. 1985).

Values for peak magnitude reflect the strength or excitability (in terms of spikes/s) of different regions within a neuron’s receptive field. The peak magnitude was calculated as the integral of the impulse response before the rebound (Fig. 3A). For neurons with center/surround receptive fields, peak magnitude values were quite variable but were typically greater for the center region of the receptive field compared with the surround (mean center: 81.9 ± 47.8 spikes/s; mean surround: 22.1 ± 9.7 spikes/s; Fig. 3C). Among the simple cells, the peak...
magnitude of the first flank was always (by definition) greater than that of the second (mean flank 1: 7.5 ± 1.8 spikes/s; mean flank 2: 5.0 ± 1.2 spikes/s; Fig. 3C).

Although the rebound magnitude has no simple interpretation, it can be related to a more conventional measure—transience (Alonso et al., 2001; Cleland et al. 1971; Ikeda and Wright 1972; Usrey and Reid 2000; Usrey et al. 1999). Transience is most often measured by recording the step response to a sustained stimulus. For a linear system, the response to an arbitrary stimulus should be equal to the impulse response convolved with the stimulus. If the stimulus is a step function (which can be thought of as repeated pulses), then this convolution is equal to the running sum of the impulse response or its integral (Gielen et al. 1982). The first and second phases of the impulse response, which we have termed the peak and the rebound (see Fig. 3A), have very simple interpretations in terms of the step response. During the peak phase, this integral will be strictly increasing (for ON cells). Therefore the highest value of the step function is equal to the integral of the peak phase, which we have called the peak magnitude. Over the course of the rebound, the integral will then decrease to a plateau value. The transience of the impulse response might be defined as the difference between its maximum value and its plateau normalized by its maximum value. This is equivalent to our definition of transience obtained from the impulse response: the integral of its rebound phase, divided by the integral of the peak phase (Alonso et al. 2001; Usrey and Reid 2000; Usrey et al. 1999). Among our sample of neurons with center/surround receptive fields, we found that the centers were generally more transient than the surrounds (mean center: 0.74 ± 0.06; mean surround: 0.55 ± 0.10; Fig. 3D). Finally, both the centers and surrounds were generally more transient than the subregions (flanks) of simple cells (mean flank 1: 0.43 ± 0.05; mean flank 2: 0.47 ± 0.07; Fig. 3D).

Orientation and direction selectivity

Of the 45 simple cells mapped with the white-noise stimulus, 36 were recorded from for sufficient time to generate orientation-tuning curves. Orientation-tuning curves were calculated from neuronal responses to drifting sinusoidal gratings presented at 16 different orientations (22° apart, see Fig. 2). To quantify the orientation selectivity of individual neurons and to compare orientation selectivity between neurons, orientation-tuning curves were first interpolated (with a cubic spline) and the two peaks (primary and secondary, 180° ± 22° apart) were identified. We then determined the half width at half maximal response of each peak (Fig. 4A). Because all of the neurons with center/surround receptive fields had flat orientation-tuning curves, this analysis could only be performed on neurons classified as simple cells. Among the simple cells, the relationship between half width at half maximal response for the two peaks is shown in Fig. 4B. The mean half width at half maximal response was 20.8 ± 1.2° for primary peaks and 22.3 ± 2.0° for secondary peaks (mean for both peaks = 21.5 ± 1.2°). It should be noted that these values are remarkably similar to those (~20°) previously reported for simple cells in cat and monkey visual cortex (Gilbert 1977; Henry et al. 1974; Kato et al. 1978; Orban 1984; Schiller et al. 1976).

To assess the strength of orientation selectivity among our
sample of simple cells, we calculated a single value (the orientation index, see Fig. 4C) that reflected the magnitude of response to the preferred orientation relative to responses at orthogonal orientations. An orientation index of 1.0 would represent a neuron that responded to gratings presented at the preferred orientation and not at all to gratings presented at orthogonal orientations. In contrast, an orientation index of 0 would represent a neuron that responded almost equally well to gratings at the preferred and orthogonal orientations. Because many of the neurons in our sample were selective to the direction of movement of the grating (discussed in the following text), we selected the orientation corresponding to maximal response (the primary peak) for this analysis. As shown in Fig. 2, the long axis of a simple cell receptive field closely approximates that cell’s preferred orientation for grating stimuli. To quantify this relationship, we used the white-noise receptive field map to model and simulate an orientation-tuning curve (see METHODS and compared the simulated tuning curve to the cell’s actual tuning curve made using a drifting sine wave grating (Fig. 6). The relationship between the predicted preferred orientation and measured preferred orientation among our sample of simple cells is shown in Fig. 7A. For most cells, their was a high degree of correlation between the predicted preferred orientation and the measured preferred orientation ($r^2 = 0.85$, $P < 0.001$). We also compared the bandwidth of orientation tuning from modeled and measured tuning curves by comparing the half-width of peaks at half-maximum response (Fig. 7B). The average ratio of measured half-width to predicted half-width was 1.9 ($P < 0.001$). Thus the orientation tuning of most layer 4 simple cells

---

**FIG. 4.** Simple cells in layer 4 respond selectively to the orientation of a grating stimulus. Orientation-tuning curves were made for individual neurons from responses to gratings presented at 16 different orientations. Orientation-tuning curves were used to assess the tightness of orientation tuning (A, the half width of the peak at half maximum response) and the strength of orientation-selectivity (C, the orientation index). B: mean values for half width at half maximal response were $20.8 \pm 1.2^\circ$ for primary peaks (peak 1) and $22.3 \pm 2.0^\circ$ for secondary peaks (peak 2). Peak 2 was defined as the peak response $180 \pm 22^\circ$ from peak 1. The gray line indicates unit slope. D: orientation index values were typically high among simple cells (mean: $0.86 \pm 0.03$) and low among neurons with center/surround receptive fields (mean: $0.15 \pm 0.5$).
Comparison with other species

Two types of receptive fields were found in our sample of ferret layer 4 neurons—simple and center/surround. While simple receptive fields have elongated and adjacent subregions that are either ON or OFF, center/surround receptive fields have circular centers (either ON or OFF) and opposing surrounds. The response properties of layer 4 neurons have arguably been studied most extensively in the cat. Like the ferret, most neurons in layer 4 of cat visual cortex are simple cells with elongated and adjacent subregions. Unlike the ferret, cat layer 4 also contains a small population of complex cells (Gilbert 1977; Hubel and Wiesel 1962; see also Henry et al. 1979)—a cell type not encountered in our sample of layer 4 ferret neurons. Although we attempted to include in our sample all neurons encountered during an electrode penetration across

We also compared the orientation half-width to the number of subunits (data not shown). The Gabor filter fits to the white-noise maps were analyzed to determine the number of subunits. Subunits were counted if they produced responses that were $>20\%$ of the maximum response. On average, receptive fields with two subunits had orientation half-widths (orientation half-width) = 20.7 that were significantly greater (2 sample $t$-test $P < 0.05$) than receptive fields that had three subunits (orientation half-width) = 17.4).

DISCUSSION

We studied the visual responses of neurons in layer 4 of primary visual cortex in the adult ferret. Most neurons (84%) recorded from in layer 4 were orientation-selective simple cells. These neurons had elongated receptive fields with subregions that were either ON or OFF. We also encountered a smaller percentage (16%) of neurons in layer 4 that lacked orientation selectivity and had center/surround receptive fields. In the sections that follow, we compare the response properties of ferret layer 4 neurons with those in other species and consider the potential neural mechanisms underlying the responses of layer 4 neurons in the ferret.

Comparison with other species

Two types of receptive fields were found in our sample of ferret layer 4 neurons—simple and center/surround. While simple receptive fields have elongated and adjacent subregions that are either ON or OFF, center/surround receptive fields have circular centers (either ON or OFF) and opposing surrounds. The response properties of layer 4 neurons have arguably been studied most extensively in the cat. Like the ferret, most neurons in layer 4 of cat visual cortex are simple cells with elongated and adjacent subregions. Unlike the ferret, cat layer 4 also contains a small population of complex cells (Gilbert 1977; Hubel and Wiesel 1962; see also Henry et al. 1979)—a cell type not encountered in our sample of layer 4 ferret neurons. Although we attempted to include in our sample all neurons encountered during an electrode penetration across

FIG. 5. Direction selectivity of layer 4 neurons. A: peaks in orientation-tuning curves were used to assess the direction selectivity of individual neurons. B: scatter-plot showing the relationship between responses (peak 1, peak 2) to gratings moving in opposite directions. Points falling along the line of unit slope represent neurons with varying degrees of direction selectivity. C: the direction index was calculated for individual neurons to quantify and compare the overall direction selectivity of the ensemble (see METHODS).
layer 4, it is always possible that our recordings were biased against complex cells. Similarly, because complex cells are only a small percentage (\(\sim 5\% - 30\%\)) of the cells in layer 4 of the cat (Gilbert 1977; Hubel and Wiesel 1962; see also Henry et al. 1979), it is also possible that our sample size (\(n = 51\)) was not large enough to include complex cells.

The number of subregions present in a cat simple cell is typically two or three (occasionally 4) (Alonso et al. 2001; Jones and Palmer 1987; Kulikowski and Bishop 1981; Movshon et al. 1978; Mullickin et al. 1984; Reid et al. 1997). Similarly, we found that ferret simple cells typically have two or three subregions (see also McKay et al. 2001). Our results also show that aspect ratios (length vs. width) of layer 4 simple receptive fields are similar between ferret (mean 2.45) and cat (Bullier et al. 1982: mean 2; Jones and Palmer 1987: median, ~5; Pei et al. 1994: mean, 1.7; Gardner et al. 1999: median, ~3.5; Martinez et al. 1999: ~2; Alonso et al. 2001: mean, 2.5). Thus many spatial properties of cat simple cells appear similar in the ferret.

The extent to which simple cells exist in layer 4 of other species is less clear. Simple cells are absent from layer 4 in the tree shrew and absent or occasionally encountered (depending on reports) in layer 4C in the macaque monkey where neurons, in both species, have been shown to have center/surround

**FIG. 6.** Demonstration of how orientation tuning curves were simulated from m-sequence maps. The 1st-order kernel response map from m-sequence white-noise simulation (A) was fitted with a Gabor filter (B). Responses were fitted for the time delay (\(t\)) that produced the maximal response. C: sine wave grating stimuli composed of the optimal spatial frequency and varying over orientation were convolved with the Gabor filters from B. After convolving the stimulus with the filter, the output was half-wave rectified and summed over space to yield a single response magnitude for each orientation. D: the modeled orientation tuning curve (---) is shown plotted along with the measured tuning curve using a drifting sine wave grating (normalized, - - -). The simulation allows us to compare the peak orientations for the gabor simulation (27\(^\circ\)) and the drifting grating spike rate (22.5\(^\circ\)) as well as the orientation half-width (35 and 20\(^\circ\), respectively).

**FIG. 7.** Comparison of orientation tuning for linear model predictions and neuronal responses to drifting sine wave gratings. A: the optimal orientation (peak in the orientation tuning curve) is shown plotted for the neuronal responses elicited from drifting sine wave gratings vs. model simulations from the best fitting gabor filters to white-noise maps estimated from reverse correlation to m-sequence stimuli. There is a high degree of correlation between the estimates from the neuronal responses and the linear model predictions (\(r^2 = 0.85, P < 0.001\)). B: estimates of orientation tuning bandwidth (half-width at half-height) for the drifting grating responses versus the Gabor filter simulations. On average, the linear model simulation predicts greater orientation tuning bandwidth than those estimated from the drifting gratings responses. The average bandwidth ratio, drifting grating response to simulation, is 1.9 (\(P < 0.001\)).
Two previous studies that specifically examined orientation selectivity among layer 4 neurons in the ferret (Chapman and Stryker 1993; Weliky and Katz 1997) both found layer 4 neurons to be more broadly tuned than we report in the current study. Three possible causes for the discrepancy are the type or amount of anesthetic used, the nature of the stimulus employed, and the sampling procedure. With respect to anesthe-

sis, the two previous studies used thiopental sodium (Chapman et al. 1991) and halothane (Weliky and Katz 1997), whereas isoflurane was used in the current study. It is of course not possible to assess any variability between the exact anesthetic states of the animals used in different experiments or to know whether such variability might underlie the observed difference in layer 4 orientation tuning. Regarding visual stimuli, both of the previous studies assayed orientation selectivity using bar stimuli. In contrast, the current study used sinusoidal gratings of optimal spatial frequency. A major difference between grat-

ing and bar stimuli is that gratings excite (or inhibit) all of the subregions (both on and off) of a simple cell receptive field simultaneously. Whether or not this greater increase in net excitation (or inhibition) underlies the differences reported for orientation selectivity remains to be determined. Still, it is worth noting that past studies comparing measurements (or predictions) of receptive-field size have found differences that do depend on whether bar or grating stimuli are used (Andrews and Pollen 1979; Glezer et al. 1980; Kulikowski and Bishop 1981; Tadmor and Tolhurst 1989). Finally, in the two previous studies, single units were recorded every 80 μm (Chapman et al. 1991) or 150 μm (Weliky and Katz 1997) to avoid sampling bias, whereas in the current study, units that responded vigorously to white-noise stimuli were purposefully isolated.

Potential neural mechanisms underlying layer 4 responses

Because this study represents the first description of simple cells in layer 4 of ferret visual cortex, the mechanisms responsible for establishing the spatial organization of on and off subregions in the simple cell receptive field remain to be determined. If ferret circuitry proves to be similar to that in the cat, then it seems likely that ferret simple cells are constructed by a precise organization of connections from both thalamic and intracortical sources. Studies in the cat have shown that LGN cells provide monosynaptic input to simple cells only when their receptive fields are spatially overlapped with a simple cell receptive field and match the sign (on or off) of the
overlapped subregion (Alonso et al. 2001; Reid and Alonso 1995; Tanaka 1983; Usrey et al. 2000). There is, however, a major difference between the organization of geniculate inputs to layer 4 in cat and ferret. In the cat, ON and OFF geniculate axons terminate in an overlapping fashion in layer 4 (Alonso et al. 2001; Reid and Alonso 1995; Usrey et al. 2000). In contrast, ON and OFF geniculate axons in the ferret terminate in separate patches of layer 4 (Zahs and Stryker 1988; see also McConnell and LeVay 1984). Based on this segregation, we expected to find patches of layer 4 cells whose responses were dominated by either ON or OFF responses. Instead, we found that many ferret simple cells had receptive fields with similarly strong ON and OFF subregions. Moreover, while we often encountered sequential simple cells along an electrode penetration that had a similar sign (ON or OFF) to their strongest subregion, we also encountered sequential simple cells with opposite signs to their strongest subregion. Based on these results, we would argue that simple cells in layer 4 of ferret visual cortex have access to both the ON and OFF streams. Whether or not this access is direct from the LGN, or indirect from intracortical sources, remains to be determined.

The spatial organization of geniculate inputs to simple cells may also play a role in establishing the orientation-selective responses of layer 4 simple cells. Studies examining the spatial extent of geniculate inputs to single cortical columns in the ferret (Chapman et al. 1991) or single layer 4 neurons in the cat (Alonso et al. 2001; Reid and Alonso 1995; Usrey et al. 2000) have shown that the spatial location of geniculate receptive fields fall along a line that generally corresponds to the preferred orientation of the cortical column or individual cell. A more direct test of the role that geniculate inputs might play in establishing orientation selectivity was performed by Ferster and colleagues. These studies compared the orientation selectivity of cat layer 4 neurons in the presence and absence of intracortical input and found that geniculate input alone could generate layer 4 responses that matched the orientation preference of a cell when the cortical circuit was intact (Chung and Ferster 1998; Ferster et al. 1996). Although the extent to which orientation selectivity is determined by thalamic input is still a matter of debate (reviewed in Das 1996; Reid and Alonso 1996; Sompolinsky and Shapley 1997), it is clear that thalamic input alone cannot account for all features of simple cell responses. For instance, if thalamic input alone were to entirely determine orientation selectivity, then one would predict that simple cells with longer receptive fields (high aspect ratios) would have orientation-tuning curves with smaller peak half widths compared with simple cells with shorter receptive fields (low aspect ratios). Consistent with results from the cat (Gardner et al. 1999; but see Lampl et al. 2001), we found that whereas simple cells with high aspect ratios indeed have peak half widths that cluster toward low values, simple cells with low aspect ratios have peak half widths that are distributed along the entire range of high to low values (Fig. 9). This finding would suggest that simple cells with low aspect ratios and small peak half widths must rely on intracortical mechanisms to tighten their orientation tuning. Moreover, contrast invariance of orientation tuning—a property shared by all simple cells thus far studied—almost certainly relies on intracortical sources of input to layer 4 neurons (Sclar and Freeman 1982; Skottun et al. 1987; Usrey and Alitto 2002; reviewed in Ferster and Miller 2000; Sompolinsky and Shapley 1997).

Despite the unusual arrangement of segregated ON- and OFF-center geniculocortical inputs to ferret layer 4 (Zahs and Stryker 1988) and despite previous reports that many ferret layer 4 cells are poorly tuned for orientation selectivity (Chapman et al. 1991; Weliky and Katz 1997), we have found that ferret layer 4 cells are very similar to those seen in cat and monkey. This suggests that both the function and the mechanisms of the first processing stage in visual cortex may be well conserved across species.
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